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ABSTRACT
A model developed recently uses regression and analytic techniques
to estimate the length of service (LOS) distribution of advancements in
the Navy Enlisted Force by pay grade and rating. The distribution is a
function of the total volume of advancees to a pay grade of the rating
as well as the LOS distribution of the net inventory of the next lower
pay grade of the same rating. The model previously tested for three
ratings only is now extended to all ratings of the Navy Enlisted Force.
The new procedure is then compared and found to be superior to the cur-
rently used method of distributing advancees among LOS cells. This con-
clusion is based on the accuracy of the FY 1976 estimates.

FOREWORD
This research effort was initiated by the Naval Personnel Research
and Development Center (NPRDC) , San Diego, California and alternately
sponsored by NPRDC and the Bureau of Naval Personnel (BUPERS) , Washington,
D.C. The author would like to express his appreciation for the valuable
assistance provided by the staffs of Mr. Robert K. Lehto of BUPERS and
Mr. Joe Silverman of NPRDC. Thanks are due to Mr. Robert Boiler of NPRDC
for his day-by-day assistance on the project.

I. INTRODUCTION
A. Background and Problem Statement
This is the third technical report on the problem of estimating the length
of service (LOS) distribution of advancees in the Enlisted Navy. The research
that was devoted to this topic was part of a series of research projects on
personnel problems of the Enlisted Navy sponsored alternately by the Naval
Personnel Research and Development Center (NPRDC) in San Diego and the Bureau
of Naval Personnel (BUPERS) in Washington, D.C. during the fiscal years (FY)
1975-77.
The problem of estimating the LOS distribution of advancements, which
is the subject of this report, originated in the notion that the shape of
this distribution should be a highly sensitive function of the total "volume"
of people to be advanced from one pay grade to the next. As was reported
previously (Milch, 1976a and 1976b), the dependence of the LOS distribution
of advancements on the total volume of advancees to a pay grade may be ex-
hibited not from the data but through a model of the advancement system.
In fact, two models—a regression model (Milch, 1976a) and a simplified
analytic model (Milch, 1976b)—were built. Both of these serve the purpose
of estimating the LOS distribution of advancements as a function of the volume
of advancements and the LOS distribution of the net inventory in the next lower
pay grade. Net inventories are defined as inventories at the beginning of the
fiscal year less losses plus nonrecruit gains to the Navy during the fiscal
year. Net inventories in a pay grade serve as a resource population for ad-
vancees to the next higher pay grade.
The models developed in the reports by Milch, 1976a and 1976b were tested
on three ratings (Operations Specialist, Radioman and Personnelman) . They
were also compared to the method of estimating the LOS distribution of ad-
vancements currently used by FAST, BUPERS' comprehensive computer model that
attempts to duplicate practically all personnel flows in the Navy Enlisted Force.
Based on these comparisons and on detailed discussions with the sponsors,
it was decided to choose the analytic model (Milch, 1976b) for its conceptual
and computational advantages and use it to estimate the LOS distribution of ad-
vancements of all ratings. Although based on the three ratings mentioned above
the model's predictive qualities definitely surpassed those of FAST, it was
considered necessary to compare the two estimating procedures for all ratings
before the new method could be incorporated in FAST.
The present report summarizes some of the difficulties that were encountered
when the new procedure was extended to all ratings and provides a rating-by-
rating comparison with the current FAST estimating procedure. For a full under-
standing of the present report, it is necessary to have familiarity with the
regression and analytic models both explained in Milch, 1976b.
II. DISCUSSION OF EXTENDING THE MODEL
A. Computational Problems of Extending the Model to All Ratings
In the previous report by Milch, 1976b the moments of the regression model
were approximated by formulas that made their computation less cumbersome. From
these formulas the parameters of the gamma distribution were estimated through
the method of moments. Then the gamma distribution was used to provide an es-
timate of the LOS distribution of advancements to a pay grade of any given
rating. This way the estimated distribution depended on only fifteen para-
meters. Although these fifteen parameters must originally be computed from
the ninety-three regression coefficients of the regression model, this compu-
tation need be performed only once until new additional data becomes available.
The fifteen parameters (for each pay grade of each rating) would then be stored
in the computer.
From these parameters the model would then compute a new estimated LOS
distribution of advancements for every new set of pay grade total (volume) of
advancements and net inventory LOS distribution. When new data of net inven-
tories and advancements become available the regression could be redone, a
new set of fifteen parameters computed and stored in the computer. These could
then be used for estimating the LOS distribution of advancements for the next
fiscal year.
The extension of this procedure to all ratings presented some problems,
mostly in cases where only a few years of data were available on which to per-
form the regression. The apparent statistical instability in the resulting re-
gression coefficients caused the approximating formulas for the moments of the
estimated LOS distribution of advancements to become highly inaccurate. This
caused the formula for the sample variance to become negative in some cases
which rendered the method of moments for estimating the gamma parameters infea-
sible.
In mathematical terms the problem is described as follows. The formulas
approximating the first two moments of the regression model were given in Milch
1976b by
S (a) + S (31) + S (y)V
K : 16 -i ^ " (1)
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with S (31), S (y) defined analogously, and a., 3., Y. are the regression
coefficients in the regression equations:
A. = a. + 3.1. + Y.V , i = 1,2, ..., 31 .
l l 11 l
Here A. and I. are the number of advancements to a pay grade and the net11
inventory in the next lower pay grade, respectively, both in LOS cell i.
Finally, V is the total volume of advancements to the pay grade:
31
v = y a.
i=i x
Then the sample variance is computed from
^2
=
V^I (^2 " K** ' (3)
In order to investigate under what circumstances K' may be negative
formulas (1) and (2) are rewritten as
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P(V) = AV + BV + C < (7)
where
A = 21bf = 16d
2
B = 21(af + be) - 32cd (8)
C = 21ae - 16c
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As is evident from (7) the problem becomes one of investigating the
location of a parabola, P(V) = 0, with respect to the V-axis (see e.g. Thomas,
1962, pp. 465-473).
First, the coefficient A decides whether the parabola "opens" on the "top"
or "bottom." Fortunately, A depends on the y coefficients only and does
not depend on the inventory distribution.
The case when A > is the more favorable one because then—at least for
V large enough—P(V) > and so K' is positive for large enough volume of
advancements.
The case when A < supplied some of the instances where the
problem of a negative variance arose. Even when it did not for current volume
of advancements, the potential was there that at some volume levels, reached
in some future fiscal year, P(V) and so K' also would turn negative. To
forestall such eventuality a "correction" was made in the y coefficients.
Namely a new set of y coefficients was defined as
y\ = [y.]
+
= max (0, y.) for 1 < i £ 31 . (9)
Then K and K_ were recomputed with y\ replacing every y. value,
1 < i < 31. Then from (8) and (6)
A = 21 S ( Y ') S 9 ( Y ') - 16 sJ(y')o I 1
^!i^l/HH! io . ao>(31
using the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality (see e.g. Thomas, 1962, p. 152) with
a. = /y! and b. = i/yT.
With the case A < eliminated by design, the possibility of A = still
remained. From (10) it is evident that A = could occur only when y' =
same value for all i = 1, ..., 31. For all practical purposes this could oc-
cur only if all original y. < thus making y' = for all i = 1, ..., 31.
Although this did not now occur in any of the pay grades of any of the
ratings, its future possible occurrence is not ignored.
With A >_ assured the remaining question is whether or not the parabola
crosses the V-axis and if so whether on the positive or negative side. Since
the parabola may be written as
2A(V+^) 2 = P(V) - (C-fj)
its vertex is at the coordinate point (h,k) where
2
B B - 4AC
h = - -z- and k = 7-
2A 4A
and it crosses the V-axis at the points
.








provided A = B - 4AC >^
The case when A < causes no alarm, since then P(V) > and so
K' > for all values of V.
If A >_ and V < again problems cannot arise since P(V) > and
so K' > for all positive values of V.
If, however, A ^ and V. > the problem of K' < will occur when-
ever the volume V happens to be lower than V . Indeed, the computations
showed that after the "y-correction" was made all problems arose in such cases.
This problem was solved by the following procedure used whenever K' <
occurred:
(i) Let V = smallest integer that is >_ V~ (12)
(ii) Recompute K , K„ and K„ using formulas (1), (2) and
(3) except that V replacing V.
Although this procedure is quite arbitrary, it does eliminate the problem
of negative variance, it apparently is needed mostly in cases where the small
amount of data available created a statistical instability and finally it
worked quite well in most instances. At any rate, it usually occurred when the
volume was quite low and so the case was quite unimportant, yet a procedure
was necessary to assure that the computer will not "hang up."
Note that the case when A = 0, i.e. the parabola becomes a straight line,
is covered in the above case. Then
lim -B + A -4AC C
2 " A-K) 2A B (U
and the rest follows as before.
The estimation procedure may be summarized in the following points:
(i) Perform regression analysis as described in Milch 1976b to obtain
regression coefficients a , 8,, Y-, iov i = 1,2, ..., 31.
2
(ii) Compute the fifteen parameters S (a), S (8), S (8 ), S (y) and p
r r r r r
r = 0,1,2; then compute S (31) for r = 0,1,2 as described in Milch, 19
(iii) Compute A from formulas (8) and (6). If A < redefine y.»
1
_< i _< 31, according to formula (9).
(iv) Compute K
,
K and K' from formulas (1), (2) and (3). If
K' _< compute A, B, C from formulas (8) and define V from
f
formulas (12) and (11) when A > or formulas (12) and (11 )
when A = 0. Then recompute K , K and K' using V in place V
in formulas (1), (2) and (3).











(vi) Compute the discretized gamma distribution:













where u = K and a = /k'
The last step was used to avoid some computational difficulties with the
gamma distribution when g > 50.
B. Some Data Problems
Some difficulties with the data was described previously in reports Milch,
1976a and 1976b. All data used here were supplied by NPRDC. The regression
analysis was performed with the data for the 1966-76 period or whatever portion
of it was available for a specific pay grade and rating.
The net inventory data was computed by NPRDC from beginning inventory and
non-recruit gains and losses. This data bears the label of matrix ID997.
Advancement data was available both "into" a pay grade and "out of" a pay
grade. Generally advancements "into" a pay grade were used here. This data
bears the label of matrix ID800.
There were some exceptions to this in cases where so-called general ratings
and service ratings interrelate at a certain pay grade level.
In Appendix A a list of all ratings and their codes is given. The list
also indicates the range of pay grades (PG) for each rating. A distinction
between general (GEN) and service (SER) ratings is also shown in the list.
This is essential because of the way service ratings are related to certain
general ratings. Basically two types of relationships exist:
(i) "branching off" relationship where a service rating branches off from
a general rating at some pay grade, e.g. the rating Legalman (LN, rate
code 1750) branches off the rating Yeoman (YN, rate code 1700) at pay
grade E5;
(ii) "merging" relationship where two or three service ratings merge into
a general rating at some pay grade, e.g. ratings Missiles Gunners Mate
(GMM, rate code 0601) and Guns Gunners Mate (GMG, rate code 0604) merge
into rating Gunners Mate (GM, rate code 0600) at pay grade E8.
These service ratings and their relationships to their general rating are
shown graphically in Appendix B.
For both types of service ratings some explanation is necessary regarding
the use of the data and the estimation procedure. In the case of a service
rating "branching off" at a certain pay grade, e.g. rating 1750 branching off
rating 1700 at pay grade E5, the regression analysis for the service rating
in pay grade E5 used the net inventory of pay grade E4 of the general rating.
Similarly when estimating advancements to pay grade E5 of rating 1750 (service
rating) via the estimation procedure described in Section A the appropriate
inventories are those in pay grade E4 of rating 1700 (general rating)
.
Another exception arises when estimating advancements from the highest
existing pay grade of services ratings that merge into a general rating. Here
the advancement data used in the regression analysis was advancements "out of"
a pay grade. This data is labeled as matrix ID810. In these cases there were
two or three sets of estimated advancements to the lowest existing pay grade of
the general rating, namely one from the highest existing pay grade of each of
the relevant services ratings. To distinguish among these sets of estimated
advancements, they are listed among the service ratings even though they are
10
advancements to a pay grade that exists for the corresponding general rating
only. To draw attention to this fact the rate codes bear a negative sign in
front of the code number. Thus advancements from pay grade E7 of service ratings
0601 and 0604 to pay grade E8 of general rating 0600 are shown as advancements
to pay grade E8 of ratings "-0601" and "-0604." This is evident in Appendix
C where the errors defined in the next section are shown for all pay grades
of all ratings.
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III. COMPARISON OF THE MODEL TO THE CURRENTLY USED FAST METHOD
FAST, the computer model used by BUPERS to make personnel predictions for
the Navy Enlisted Force (see Boiler, 1974 and Silverman, 1977) has incorporated
in it a procedure to predict advancements by LOS. The procedure first computes
historical rates of advancements details of which are described in a working
paper by Leland (1976) of the Naval Personnel Research and Development Center.
If these rates are denoted by H., 1 <^ i _< 31, the advancement LOS distribu-
tion used by FAST is given by
0.9H. + 0.11.
Fj = -~z for i = 1, ..., 31
l 31
I (0.9H. + 0.11.)
3-1 J J
i.e. advancements are estimated as a mixture of the historical rates of ad-
vancements and the current resource population (net inventories).
To compare the FAST estimation with the estimates produced by this study,
three measures of error were devised. These errors were defined in Milch 1976b
and are reproduced here for ease of reference.









(ii) The difference between the standard errors of the actual and the
estimated LOS distributions of advancements:
a
2
- /E[ - /k-
Here K' is the sample variance of the actual LOS distribution of
advancements and K' is the sum of squares of the difference between
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the estimated number of advancements and the actual mean LOS of advance-
ments. For example, for the estimated LOS distribution of advancements














Note that this quantity differs from K' as defined by Formula (3).
For the FAST model K' is computed analogously,
(iii) The Kolmogorov-Smirnov (K-S) Statistic: The largest absolute difference
between the actual and estimated cumulative sample distribution func-
tions:
i i
A = max | I F - £ F |
1 < i < 31 j=l J j=l J
where F. is the actual relative frequency of advancees in LOS cell
j and F. is its estimate. In particular,
F. =
J
f ( j > §j ^) f° r the advancement model
F! for the FAST methodology
The meaning of error A is quite clear and an accurate estimation pro-
cedure should have a A close to zero. As a rule of thumb, a mean LOS which
is off by no more than half a year, i.e. |A | : .5, may be considered a quite
accurate estimate of the actual mean LOS of advancements. Perhaps for the upper
pay grades E7, E8 and E9 a somewhat bigger A error is also acceptable.
The meaning of error A« is less obvious. The original thought behind it
was to introduce an error that would compare the estimated and actual standard
deviations of the LOS distribution of advancements. The actual standard devia-
tion, of course, is a measure of the dispersion, about the actual mean LOS,
13
of the actual LOS distribution of advancements. The estimated standard deviatio
measures the analogous quantity for the estimated LOS distribution of advance-
ments. It seems more appropriate, however, to compare the actual dispersion
(i.e. standard deviation) to the estimated dispersion, about the actual mean
LOS, of the estimated LOS distribution of advancements. This is precisely what
the error A- accomplishes.
Finally, to create a gauge that measures the accuracy of the entire distri-
bution itself, the error A_ was devised. As is clear from its definition
A_ compares the actual and estimated cumulative distribution functions and is
determined by their greatest absolute difference. Contrary to A and A~,
the error A_ is always nonnegative.
Of these three errors A and A_ seemed to be the most useful. Error
A. is somewhat difficult to interpret and sometimes took on values that con-
tradicted both A and A_. Indeed, it seems that a method of estimation
that is accurate in terms of its mean (A error) and in terms of the overall
distribution (A,, error) may be judged to be a satisfactory estimation procedure
The procedure used here to compare the two estimation methods was to esti-
mate the FY 1976 advancements for each pay grade of each rating using both the
FAST and the advancement model. Since actual FY 1976 advancement data was
available the errors A- , A_, and A_ could be computed and compared for the
two models.
In Appendix C the errors A.., A , and A_ are listed for every pay grade
of every rating for both the FAST and the advancement models. These lists pro-
vide a rating by rating comparison, for each pay grade, of the two estimation pri
cedures. One may compare them, for example, in terms of rating 000 which is the
code for ALLNAVY, i.e. advancements in the entire Enlisted Force. The list of
errors are shown in Table 1 for easy comparison.
14
ALLNAVY Errors

























































From Table 1 the advancement model is seen to be superior, although not
uniformly so. In terms of error A the advancement model is occasionally,
as in case of E6 and E7
,
vastly superior to FAST. When FAST is better than
the advancement model, as in case of E5 in terms of all three measures, the
difference is not very significant.
Since a rating-by-rating comparison from Appendix C is awkward between
the two estimation procedures, histograms were prepared for each pay grade
that show the relative frequencies of errors of each type among all the
ratings. These histograms are displayed side by side for the two estimation
procedures in Appendices D, E, and F for errors A.., A„ , and A , respective-
ly. The horizontal scales were fixed for each pay grade to be the same for
the FAST and the advancement models to facilitate the comparison. Each
histogram carries under it a wealth of statistical information related to
it. Among all these statistical measures appears the median which in this
case is a value such that exactly half the ratings have errors exceeding it.
These medians were selected as the best single statistical measure by which
to compare the two methods. Table 2 provides a summary of these median
errors for both methods for each pay grade E4 through E9 . In addition to
these six pay grades, the table includes the median errors of all pay grades
which were taken from histograms also included in Appendices D, E, and F.
Both the histograms themselves and their brief summary in Table 2 reveal
that the advancement model does almost uniformly better than the FAST model.
Notable exception is pay grade E5 where FAST has somewhat smaller A and A
errors. It is quite conspicuous from Table 2, however, that in pay grades
E6, E7, and E9 FAST grossly underestimates the mean LOS whereas the advancement
model makes only small errors overestimating the mean.
A disadvantage in comparing the two methods by the histograms in Appendices
Median Errors Among All Ratings

































































D, E, and F is that all ratings, small or large, are treated equally. In actu-
ality accurate predictions in ratings with only few advancees matter little in
comparison to ratings where several hundred (or thousand) advancements are made
each year. For that reason, pay grades with low volume were first eliminated
and then new histograms produced of the remaining errors. What constitutes
"low volume" was arbitrarily decided for each pay grade separately. Thus for
pay grades E4 through E9 the ratings for which the total number (volume) of
advancements made in FY 1976 were below the numbers 3, 10, 20, 32, 40, and 50,
respectively, were omitted from the next set of histograms shown in Appendices
G, H, and I. A summary of the median errors among these "high volume" ratings
is provided in Table 3.
The results in these histograms and in Table 3 are not significantly dif-
ferent from those presented above for all ratings. FAST shows some improve-
ment, especially in pay grade E9 where ratings of only one or two advancees
have been eliminated. The advancement model stays at the same level of accuracy
or improves somewhat
.
Finally, it may be pointed out that there are some cases where both FAST
and the advancement model produce extremely poor estimates. Most of these
cases occur in pay grades with very low volume where the data lacks statistical
stability. Because of the low volume these cases are considered unimportant.
There are some few instances, however, where the estimates perform poorly even
though there is sufficient data to have established statistical stability.
The most notable example is pay grade E4 of rating Mess Management Specialist
(MS, rate code 2200). Although the volume of advancements was almost 3000
in FY 1976, FAST and the new model both underestimated the mean LOS of advance-
ments by unacceptable amounts (2.5 and 1.6 years, respectively). The only pos-
sible explanation for this is that BUPERS made radical changes in its advancemen
policy for this rating in FY 1976 which rendered the statistical data of the
past ten years meaningless.
18
Median Errors
Among High Volume Ratings Only


































































IV. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
A rating-by-rating comparison of the estimation method of FAST, currently
used by BUPERS, and the newly constructed method of estimating advancements
described previously (Milch, 1976b) clearly shows the overall superiority of
the latter. Exceptions to this rule do exist, depending also on which measure
of comparison is used, most notably in pay grade E5. However, FAST practically
nowhere appears to be overwhelmingly superior to the advancement model. The
opposite of this occurs in many cases; namely, in pay grades E6, E7, and E9
the advancement model outperforms FAST by a huge degree when measured by the
accuracy of the mean LOS estimate.
It is recommended therefore that BUPERS modify the FAST model by incorpo-
rating in it the newly constructed method of estimating advancements. Efforts
are currently under way to produce programs that will facilitate such a con-
version of FAST.
This recommendation is made in full recognition of the fact that the ac-
curacy may deteriorate in future years. As indicated in Section III, in some
ratings the estimates proved to be highly inaccurate probably due to abrupt
changes in advancement policies. Obviously such changes may occur in the fu-
ture again. Although in such cases the recommended estimation procedure may
break down there is no reason to think that it would do so more often or to
a larger extent than the currently used FAST method.
20
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RATE LOW HIGH RATING NO.
CODE PG PG TYPE RATI
3900 4 9 GLN
4000 4 9 GLN
4100 4 9 GEN
12 4 9 GEN
4300 4 9 GLN
4600 4 9 GEN
4700 4 9 GLN
5100 4 9 GEN
5300 4 9 GEN
5 '410 4 9 GLN
5500 4 9 GEN
5600 4 9 GLN
5700 4 9 GEN
5300 4 9 GLN
6200 4 9 GLN
630 4 9 GLN
6310 4 9 GLN
6400 4 9 GEN
6500 4 9 GEM
6520 4 9 GEN
6600 4 9 GLN
6700 8 9 GEN 3
6704 4 7 SLR
6705 4 7 SLR
6706 4 7 SLR
6800 4 9 GLN
6900 8 9 GLN 3
6901 ' 4 7 SLR
6902 4 7 SER
6903 4 7 SER
7000 4 9 GEN
7100 4 9 GLN
7200 4 9 GEM
730 4 9 GLN
7400 4 9 GLN
7500 6 9 GLN 3
7501 4 5 SER
7502 4 5 SLR
7503 4 5 SER
7600 4 9 GLN
8000 4 9 GLN




RELATIONSHIPS OF GENERAL RATINGS TO THEIR SERVICE RATINGS































































































































































































































LIST OF ERRORS OF ALL RATINGS
1. FAST Model Errors
PAYGRADE E4
is.\Tf LUOu V'jI.Uf-L ; ,«•< ' l FPK / 2 FP.K a 3
~o~ iT-tV*5Tc v, ./37 0.103."" ' c~. 2?5
-100
-JOeo.t -C.0t>4 -0.356— 0.023
15 J O.J 9\,S.00J ->9 Q .on 999.000
lii<»< .1 I K t
i/ '/ 7 G . 10 i
-
. 1> <t . g
>S J J J •J )")
G . ') 7 - . 1 9 1
G • 4 d -0 .270
-0. 720— •i.on
-C. 733 - C . " 2 7
-JOO 7o7.G . > 0 1 1 C.34d
'/.
->0~
" idd". C C.*o ^ " 0.432"
-3v>0 li^-su - —
—
729-- 0.0 l 7 0.39?-
3-jO 3 I. O.C 7 ?S7 0.462
401 oO.C
-C.172 -0.125 0.091
~VoT~~ 3>t0.o~ ~ -0.4 6 3 ~~cVc?T~ ~0~.3TT
4-5-0 —
-2 2 7.1 -0-. fcL4— —O.C»9— — » 34*-
'00 +19.0 0.725 0.C3 7 0.336
oOO J.O 999.000 999. CCC 999.000
cOi U5.1 C.7cj'+ -0.097 0.396
6-01-
—O.O- -999.000 - 9-99 .COO— -999.000-
00 2 Ll3i* c _^* s/l - C . 1 C 7 ±^°1_
(.On 6 7L.C 1.113 0.203 0.443
-:->U4 O.C 999.000 999. COO 997. 00 J
,..JU O.C 99WGCG-- —9-9-9,-GGO c^q,QQQ—
cOl 6 2 + . J 0.39 I. L'!l31L. _ C «J:17
-:v/l j.O 9S9.OU0 /99.CCC 999.000
^J2 +jo.O G.^lo 0.155 D.O'jZ
c.,i2 >..) . JV9-.U00 3^-9 . COO -9-S 3,00 0-
^jj 200. C -3.C22 -2.?46 0.615
-oj3 O.O 999.000 999.000 999. 000
tJTT" tTc"7"j ~~-T.2j£~ - i. 743 0. 76
_y.,j-3 7 t_, c — — t . ^t* C- -C-. -3->5 — — 0-r-3-7->-
1000 0. J 999.000 r/-9. COO 999. COO






t si^>-. G- -o . - -: 4 « . i .v'i . u-<-v
-U0 2 U.J 999.000 9 99. CCC 9 9 9.000
1010 344. C -0.777 -O.G25 0.+60
riOO t>,: ".0 J. 71/ -0.373 0.233
—iiOO *l,L 0,1,-3-1 -0.214 - u.401,
1^00 G.C 999.000 999. COO 999.000
IjJO 2 3,:. 2.C G.rU O.C 54 J. 305
I a 11" L.^.l ~C./2j 0.373 " 0.301"
loir:-—— L-4*> . o- 0-»-5:>%> -O-r-34-2 0.441








l655~ 1/3.T~ 0.36b' O.Gll J. SOI
- I006 IVi.v u.'tli;
-O-i-e-2-5— 0.23-0
1700 lii4l.C C.i.O'i -0.22^ 0.382
L/^y j.j 999 .ogj 999. goo 99<;.ooj
loUO 1025. C C.621 -0.2C0 0.423
-1900 —
-V^O-sO— —e-.^«H— Ot2 34— —0-.4+5-
2uOO lj>4 8.C u.?2c -0.123 0.331






-2-=>O0 l3t)-.u— G.'iifc C-.-01C 0.-248-
2490 LG41.C 1.233 -0.153 0.431
0. 169




u tO g 13-rQ C .^2 -3 G-.-3-3-9 Gv-2-^S-
?:^U lo?.C l . J 5 -0. 16 5 0.42 5
5410 2o4.0 1.253 -0.146 0.433
T5UTT" ~~ZUT7T~ ~CT795~~ -C. 552
_
CT4T7~
J3x^0 3-4w*; G-^iW - . 1 2 3 G-.3£0--
5 7 0u L 16 .1 0.354 .CIS 0. 388
5o00 196. C C.879 -0.C47 0.349
"uToT~ " Loj2. J * ~TTj5T~ -0.2T9-- _0T53~T~
o4jju 1 Ub-^-'w C-»A2-0 0. ?7£ — C»-t96—
6 ;' I U 3 10.
C
C . 3 c -7 0. A 8 1 0.08S
64 00 344.0 0.665 0.312 0.331
~H 5 j Q 5 TFTC C.881" = 07"UT1 OT^TPT
X^.O 3iZ_w 0-^-7<i- 0^008 0^0^-3-
6ovJ0 4 J 9 . 0.5 7 7 0.150 0.279
6700 0.0 9S5.0CC 999. CCO 999.000
73T04" "" T+S73 IT32T ~-0 7T50" ~0742~2~
=6-?-Uh -O -U 9-W-^W.O 999.XC0 <^99,OO0-
6705" 309. C 0.363 -0.C68 0.387
C-2














6 'j M . C
O.fc
U 7 L .
. C
1131. .)"""


















2 3 '» . C
TriTo"
9 e 9.0














9 r- r . C C


















































—G . G— -9 99




















C . C 9 99,
1 1 o • C J ,














o J 2 •, 5 3 .
o30 2 c i . C 5 577
-0. J 36 0.257
•0. U9 G.272
NOTE: An "error" of 999.000 means that this pay grade does not










;2 ^ o 9 . C




































































































































. G 5 4








l.G C . 2 <: c
2 9 9 . C














1 6 ti . C
999 .0 J J
C~. C C J
9V5 «-u0£
0.141

































L <«• 9 . J
9 9 s . o i; o
-~j • U 3 7
-999
. OuO









y 9 9 . c c o

























.1 5 . c
-2 I It . 0-
L 2 4 .

















4 5 . C
S 9 9.. C
~"o3vT
-9-99-. O'OO
























C . 1. 3 5
-9-99,-000 -949.000-
C.250 0.29 5
300 bt;. C C.SCl -C.239 0.373
8300 9 V . J 1 .Ofco -0.264 0.593
NOTE; An "error" of 999.000 means that this pay grade does not



























L J 4 .
9 9 9 . J J J
-9v»-.000—




































































'3 5 . C
o 't 7 .
Ut.C
2 5-9.C
C . c j !)
L ,lo J
1 .0 1 t_
- . I '1 h






1 . I «i 5




















































- C . 9 S C
G-JUiJ 2-jj.J I. lb; 0.140 0.2 16
JjOO 5c.L k.o24 -1.19? 0.43
NOTE: An "error" of 999.000 means that this pay grade does not



























































































































































































































































> 3 . J
lO.C




i . V S 1





b . 9 9 7
i . 17 Li
thrr2 I
2 .077
- C . L 2 I
-1. 5e7
-0.C54
- 3 . ? 7 9
-0.9T6~
-
1 . 3 '-* ?
'). i I )
o.ios
Or2fc>4-












































6310 ?l.C 2.731 -2.426 0.356
O400 19.0 1 .111 C. 171 0. 16 3


























































9 9 9 . u uT
v^9 .oou-







-9-9 9-» u —
. 63 L








LoJ J 26^. J I . 194 -1. Ill 0.24 6
o300 30 . C -C. l<32 -C. 232 C.138
NOTE: An "error" of 999.000 means that this pay grade does not


























































J. 7 . i
-t . 546



















-r4 b . C
I 3.0 -1.502 0.259
£>400
6500
ltj . C C.161 0.059 C.154
10. c
d . O -




^>600 7.C -C. 742 -2.436 0.236












o705 .G 99S.CCC 999. COO 9 9 9. COO
C-14
-6/05 j..; I. '-.Co -0.9 70 0.29 3
o/u6 0.0 959.000 99*;. COO 595.000
-n/Oo f.C- ti2LW —IrJW- 0? 40"7"
0>i0 J 3 / . >J ^J .2^4 -1 ,1 2'_l . (J 7 7_
t>900 u.O ^i^h.oou 999. CCC 999.000
L'sQL C.C 595.000 995. CCC 995.000
-t>vOl—— l<»-.o— 0.92 4 -1.'52 —Ov275
o'/O^ C JL L 999 .000 79 5. CCl 599. 000
-6502 l/.C -Ul2o -1.0 52 0.209
69 ol . C
_
Vri.Jud 95VTCCC " V$T. 00 1
—cr*0 5 -%-!-€— —
-th,~2f-2— HL.-?95 - —ar23 3
7000 4. J -0.640 -1.714 0.21.9
710u 5.0 -u.710 -I.14t C.3o6
7200 5.0 -1.514 0.240 0.255
-7^00—— —7-s 0- -ir.-7 7 7- 2.05 6- B-a 4 59
7400 5.0 -1.27t -C.55S 0.346
7500 7.C ^.6Z7 -1.222 0.256
7501 O.u 599.000 999. COO 599.000
7-50-1 O.C —94^.GC-G— - 9 95.-G00- • —999.009-
7502 O.J 995.000 999.000 999.000
-1'j^l O.U 999.000 999. CCC 999.000
7503 ~~OTc"~ ~~99 "TrcCC"
~
T99.CCG~ ~~999.000~
f>03 ———-U-J— -99-VrOOO— -99-^.C-C-O-- -—9-99.0 JO-
-
7600 4.C -0.515 -3.4P5 0.44?
*
• NOTE : An "error" of 9 99 .000 means tha t this pay grade does not
exist in that ratinj
oOUO 45 . C -C.254 -0.357 0. 10 6




4 5 i . o
—6-i e-
b.J


































































































9 9 9 • U
"999. 000
-9 9-9-.-0G-0—
9 9 9 . C C
9 9 9 . C C C
-""99.0CC
.^9-_-GGC—













-14 6 C ^
999.000
5-3 3







9 9 9 .
9 9 9. 000
_S-5.9_.OUO-





































































0. Li 999. GOO
L5.C
21 . C
6S1U 4.0 L . 6 1
1
-5.C50 0.222
c+Ou 2 .0 2 .uL/2 -6 . 1 ? 1 C. ?9S































o7ub U.G '/S'luJI] 999. CCC 999.000
6 706 C.~C 990. OUO OOTTOCO 999.000
-b /On O-.O 'irtv ,Ut)t>— —«<f<? .ore 999iOQ')-
6H 00 l\ . C 0.222 - 3 . t f 5 0.17/?
fc'^00 17.C -2 .Obti -0.443 0.42a
oOUl U.O ~~99 9.000 999.000 ~999. 003
-t>90l— —G.t- ^^.tjGl) - —999-.0C0— — 999.060-
hSOZ J.J 999.000 999. COO 909.000
-6902 0.0 999.000 999. GCO 99^. 000
o903 O.C 999. UCO SO^.300 909.000
-tr9~03 O-. 3 -9-99 . 00— - -9 99 . 000 9 99 . 000
7000 l.C 7.46<S -13.124 G.583
7100 l.C C.7d5 -7.J27 0.574
720 J L.O L.244 -8.234 0.534
-7-3t> 2-s-e 4.-2 9 2 9-.- 44— O s-5 6-t-
rOO 3.0 1.442 -4.441 0.200
750o 3.0 0.54 7
750T- "oTc- v 9 c77ooo~
.
,'oUl-- -J ,-J. Q^!V,.j,_)0
7 50 2 G.C 99 9.0CG
990.000
J J JO 11. -C.53 7 -2.14G C.197
b'100 ?..C 1.412 -10.429 0.508
*
NOTE: An "error" of 999.000 means that this pay grade does not











VQLU K F FftR ;t 1 ERR i 2 ERR U 3
543-.5.G J. 349 0.232 0.143
100 2060.
C
0.397 -0.C65 0. 164
200
?5J
Id / .L C.269
n , ^ s ^
0.0'ib
n , r 7 rf
.n )
0. 124




401 430.0 0.012 C. 25 I V.LLi
360. C -r.-r.n n.??i n.iA4
450 227.0 0.377 0.251 0.142
500 4 1 9 . C C.3fc5 0.210 0.151
600 o.c 9s^, .6CC A 9V9 .UUO yyy.uoo
105. CLaZie C. 4f ? 0.191
o.c 9 99
•






















999. O C C
Q.C3P
0.110









:oj.o -0.079 0.128 0.100
—e-rt-
40o . C















1001 0.0 999. UOQ 999. CCC 999.000
















































1700 1341.0 C.574 0.017 0.244
1750 0.0 999. OCC •599. OCC 999.000











2000 1548. 0.328 0.002 0.130
150 0.0 999. OUU 'jS^. ULU ^yy.ouu
329. C -r..i in -0.C94 Q.213
2200 ' 2911.0 1.605 -0.252 0.275





0.18/ U . U H (J U.08U
2700 279. C C.637 0.243 0.244

































4300 2137. 0.302 Q«222 0.117








9 9 9 . G C
0.250
999.000
5100 13. 0.227 0.C36 0.190











5oOO 398. C.542 -0.060 0.289











6200 1602. 0.251 C.225 Q.123













878. C 0.412 0.C53 0.177




6700 O.C 999.000 999.000 999.000
6704 K.4-11 ii T sr. ? . C c f- 0. l<3 n
!' & '''—a^' -rrm rm
C-20
-6704 O.C 955. GCC 999. CCO 999.000
6705 309. 0.140 -0.197 0.139
-o7j5 U .0 555. uuu •? h 9 . U u C »*-*. UUU
.6706 653. C C.22S - 0. ?Afl 0. 17?




6900 O.C ->^ .UUU 999. UUU yyv.uuu
6901 LL3JLaJ a. 41 ft
. 1
c 7 0.160
•6901 O.C 99S.0CC 955. CCO 999.000
6902 10u3.0 0.443 0.116 0.164
-6902 CTTO 555.001 99T7TTCT! 999.000
_£*£3 3JL5^jC Pi . 3 1 4 n.777 o-??**
6903 0.0 959.000 995. CCC 999.000
7000 22C.C 0.431 0.C65 0.242
Trot) 2G4.C 0.309 0.083 0.260
12 0.0 LAl^O Q.553 Cu2S2 f).?m
7300 569. C C.070 -0.C64 0.149
7400 507.0 0.511 -0.C39 0.262
-T500 0~rZ 999. COO 9 5 9. C CO 555.000
JL5 01 57. C.422 -0.143 0.759
•7501 0.0 995.000 955.000 995.000
7502 ofc.C C'313 C.C60 0.140
- 7 5 02 &nj 9SS.CJ00 999.
C
O O 9 95.00
7503 1 16.0 0.042 -C.15T 0. 145
-7503 CO 955. CCC 955. OCO 999.000
7600 ' 2U3.0 -0.053 -0.C25 0.184
- 7&oo e-^e 5 \ 9 . o o
o
995. ;cc 595.000
_8000 29bS.C C.43o -0.C16 0.137
b300 22--. 0.197 -0.575 0.29 7
NOTE; An "error" of 999.000 means that this pay grade does not
exist in that rating.
C-21
PAYGRADE E5
RAJJE-C-OOi vni umj FRR H 1 FRR a ?. FRR a 3.






















- 2 a 3 -O.icr, n.?M
300 804. C C.602 -0.454 0.357
350 165.0 0.339 0.4SC 0.091
401
404


































































810 177.0 -0.023 0.770 0.176
900 4d.O 0.672 -C.460 C.289
1000 O.C 999. OCO 999. OOC 999.000
1001 ii<_0 . J .666 -0.046 3.199
O.C 999. CCC 999.000 999.000
825. C.733 -0.291 0.259








































1700 1007.0 0.739 0.C60 0.270
1750 43.0 C.C49 -0.582 0.202
1300 347.0 J.J9J -'J. If 59 U.^46
-1400 o^c 999. nnn qqq.rnn aaa^joaa
1900 148.0 -C.21d 0.028 0.196
2000 929.0 0.379 -C.220 0.273
150 0. C ^^.acc 99y. cca V^V.UOU
_2L0_a , 1 74.0 -0.147 .1.2 24 0.152







765.0 -U. /61 0.151
2700 56. C C.284 -0.451 0.266
3100 56.0 0.755 -0.335 0.302
' 3200 25. C 1. 251 0. C96 U. J55
330 27.0 iJ.OflO 1.199 0-444
3600 0.0 999.000 999. COO 999.000
3700 3171.0 C.286 -0.222 0.189
-3*013 656.
J
0.590 -0. 17 3 0.33 'J
_3900 318. G.g29 -0.C79 0.307
4000 1067.0 0.613 -0.440 0.363
4100 1386.0 0.2/6 -C.155 0.164
420 7o5. C 0.5O0 -0. 155 .246
4300 1171.0 0.734 -0.376 0.36 3
4600 15. C.987 -0.C01 0.210
4700 32. 0.123 -0.578 0.266
-5ttt3i3 trr8 9 V9.000 399. COO 999.003
5100 15. C -C. 398 -0.228 0.197
5300 61.0 0.594 -0.060 0.213
341J 41.0 -C.491 1.GC5 0.263
-5-5xre ftrt-e 0.270 0.093 0.127
5600 213. G 3.546 -0. 1*1 0.234
5700 cl.C 1.185 0.529 C.242
5800 130.0 C.831 0.093 0.209
6 tmi S*9 j.uOG 9 99. CCC > -" 99 ? . 000
6200
6300
63T~0~ 259.0 0.359 0.162 0.095




525. 0.136 C.321 0.053
6500 562.
J
J. 432 0.C03 0.267
6520 151. 1.177 0.311 0.322
fcoOO 299. C 0.659 -0.139 0.287
6700 O.C 'j'j'j.OOJ 999. COO 999.000
6/0 4 „±U^L C. 6? 9. -(1. 426 0.3R7
C-23
— t / J h J . 'J 9 9 •» • J J o 3 - 9 » J vv V •
6705 lto.O C.428 C.C62 C.226
-6705 OTC TTTTUirD 9V9TTTUT! 9"T9TD"D1T
67Q6 JLdl.G 0.261 -0.466
. 197
-6706 O.C 999. OCC 999. 0C0 999.000
6800 888. C C.492 -0.089 0.287
6900 .0 99-i.UOU 999. LCU 5W,.uUU
63.01. LL6^£ fi- SAS -n.47? 0.271
-6901 0.0 999.000 999.000 999.000





999. OOU 9 s y . c c o vyy.UUU
-6903 O.C 999.000 999. CCO 999.000
7000 169. C 0.180 -0.177 0.256




7300 211.0 G.^62 0.C14 0.177
740CT 124.0 -C.U60 -0.48C 0.145
—75rOti 0.0 999. oUO 999.00 9 9 9 .0
_7_501 53.0 0.3L2 -0.260 0-?75
-7501 O.C 999. OCC 999. CCO 999.000
7502 45. C C.343 -0.159 0.294
"-75-02 cnm 999. UUU 999. CCC 9 9 9.0
7503 55. 0.317 -C.50R 0.169
-7503 0.0 999.000 999.000 999.000
7600 45. C 0.674 2.117 0.400
nT-cr&O QtG 999. GuQ 999.000 999.00
800 136^.0 0.743 0.C34 0.245
8300 99. C C.4C7 C..970 0,.473
•
*
NOTE : An "error M Of 999,,000 means that this pay grade does not




.&ALLCOD E VIU UKF FRR tf I F RP. k 2 P»o fc ?
14091.0 -C.032
-C.134 0.050
100 458.0 -0.176 -0.357 0.044
200 133.0 .-u. /ou -U. fc24 u.w/ •
-25.0 146. C fi.737 0.074 n. in*.
300 186.0 -0.235 -0.143 0.147
350 102. C -0.328 0.C81 0.177
^40i rrrz -0.CC6 o .cc 7 0.119
A04. LtL3_^0 o.ooa o.c.c.P n-nsn
450 55. C -C.332 -0.C54 0.170
500 9o.C 0.493 0.170 0.097
"6013 CTTO 9 9 9 . 0* 999. CO C 999.000
__i>QJ, 84.0 -1.251 -1.4f 6 0.7B9
-601 0.0 999.000 99*5.000 999.000
602 70. C -C.C63 0.569 0.118
604 3J3.C -1.110 -0.21 7 0.160
_J=604 0.0 999.000 999. CCC 999.000
800 O.C 999. OCC 999. COO 999.000
801 134.0 0.245 -G.252 0.183
—ttl tf-rd 999 .UUO 999. CCC 999.000
802 162. C
'
O.aOC 0.44P 0. 148
-802 0.0 999.000 999. CCC 999.000
803 71. C C.171 -C.442 0.131
- 803 cnr€ 9 '-^. 000 J09.CCC 999.000
810 o4.0 -0.277 -1.199 0.207
900 14. C -0.832 -C.836 0.224
1000 0.0 999.000 999. COO 999.000
luQl ; 3-rC H 9 'j . d C G 999. CCO 999.000
llOOl 195. C C.102 -0. 146 0.104
1002 0.0 999.000 999.000 999.000
T002 194. C -C.2St 0.4CI''-" C.140
1U10 9 5.
G
C.48U 0.28 9 0.104
1100 19. u C.2c2 C.73P 0.099
1200 8.C 1.175 -0.556 0.219
1500 295.0 1.086 -0.53C 0.163


















1750 7.0 2.537 -0.545 0.412
1800 3-5-5-TO -1.15J -U. Its, U.205




2000 647. C.479 -0.131 0.075
150 bt.G -2.645 -1.111 o.iiy
.21 QQ : 104.0 -0.^79 -C..9 71 0. 143
2200 715. C.446 -0.135 0.180









3200 5TT 1.23d -0.J7C UTZBT
33QQ 28.0 -1.242 -Q.976 O.lft^
3600 O.C 999.000 999. COO 999.000
3700 1292.0 -0.271 -0.398 0.184
-ttW 48J.Q C.66 - .22 S C.Q33
39 00 LL1*U 0_*J3Jl£ -Q.?57 0.079
4000 350.0 -0.204 0.296 0.093
4100 636. -C.93C -C. £09 0.208
4200 2&B.C -C.3U3 -0.44 7 0.130
4300 437.0 -0.970 -C.77? 0.700
4600 14. -C.235 -1.301 0.172
4700 1J.0 -0.749 -1.116 0.230
-5th>8 6-ra S 5 9.000 999. CCC 999.000
5100 7_iC -C.425 -1.216 0.18?
5300 21. G 1.050 0.141 0.133
5410 37. C C.120 -2.163 0.211




5700 16. -1.767 -1.152 0.301
5800~~ 38.0 0.424 -0.279 0.107
6000 tf-rC 9S9.U00 999. GOO ' r 999.000
6 2 00 536. C.C96 0.407 0.098
6300 231.0 0.343 -0.285 0.116
"6310 115. -C.727 -0.482 0.173
6* 103. C.J67 0.155 0.191
335.U 0.216 0.C77 0.073
70. C • 0.56$. -0.368 0.319
14/. -1.470 -0.531 0.330
O.C 999. CUO 999. CCC 999.000
Vim£ -^.1 1 -I - I . £ 1 S n.4f,3
C-26
-b/04 O.C 999.000 999. GOO 999.000
6705 45. C -1.328 -0. 666 0.265
-b7 J5 L)«U •» i'j.OUJ yyy.uua **y.UOU
Li 7 06 9^.0 1.5^8 -0.9CC r), 2^
-6706 0.0 999. OCO 999.000 999.000
6800 436.0 -0.809 -0.281 0.167
690U u .u 5.5 S . C C C yyy. uou 999. UUU '
-690L : 44 5. C 1.57? 0. ^. 5 1 n.in*
-6901 0.0 999.000 999. COO 999.000
6902 351.0 -c.eti 0.295 0.187
-6902 o.o 999.00 J" 99"^ ;-ooo 999. UUO
6903 12ft. G . ( s 9 -r.ic* n.m
-6903 O.C 999. OCO 999. COO 999.000
7000 64.0 0.525 0.170 0.113
7T00 53. C. -0.259 0TT9~2 C. 12^
12OQ HjLlC -1.393 - O .ftS n n.74?
7300 200. C 0.119 0.271 0.066
7400 56. C 1.025 O.C37 0.151
"T5 00 0^9 9 S 9 . J 9 g 9 . C C 99 9.
750 1 0^ S99.UQC 999.CGC 999.000
•7501 34.0 -1.148 -0.738 0.203
7502 0.0 999.000 999.000 999.000
75u2 ZTthre 1.3CS 0.22 3 0.393
75 03 0_j_C 999. OCO 999.000 999.000
-7503 43.0 -0.c44 C.892 0.176











8300 5o.C -C.466 -0.219 0.107
NOTE: An "error" of 999.000 means that this pay grade does not
exist in that rating.
C-27
PAYGRADE E7
RA T E CGD E \lQLUKt PKK A 1 FRR & ? FRR H *
/112.0 C.29G -0.217 0.075
100 310.0 -0.914 -C.425 0.145
200 13.5. C C.C5L -0. 302 u.u-w
25 2 2.0 -Q.212 1 -51 1 n.747













450 23.0 C.520 0.437 0.104
500 69.0 -0.226 -0.257 0.046
—6CTO OTC 599. OCC* 9 99 . 0C 999 .000
__631 32.Q 0.954 0.1 71 0.231
-t>01 0.0 999.000 999. CCO 999.000
602 40. G G.542 -0.509 0.144
o-tf4 1 2 8 . a -0.212 0.34 ? .093
-604 OaJ] 999. OCC 999. COO 999.000
800 O.Q 999.OCO 999.000 999.000
801 130.0 0.033 -C.3C6 0.090
-tt± S-^e 999. OCC 999. CCO 999.000
802 49.0 0.215 -0.652 0.126
-802 O.C 999. JOJ 999. CCO 999.000
603 39. C 1.294 -0.295 0.293




900 23.0 -0.798 -0.180 0.100
1J00 101. -0.647 0.242 0.208
—ir&trt Q-rt 995. COO 99 9 . C OG 99 9 .
_-1001 0^0 999.000 999 .000 999.000
1002 O.C 995.000 999. CCC 999.000
-1002 0.0 995.000 99Q.000 ,._ ; „ 999.000
1010 3u .0 .3-4 7 0. 166 0.064
1100 14. C.557 -0. 172 0.188

















1644 il.C -C.443 -1.035 C.139
lo5b lu.O -u.u37 -0.150 C.055










-L. 566 0TTT3 0.112
1400 7_L^U -0.176 ,3 . 1 53 0.073




~~T5TJ 104. U -0.6*/ CTTT5 U.13J
2 1 Qa _2H^£ 2. CCS -Q. 5C3 0.46Q
2200
.
333.0 -0.435 -0.259 0.070
2300 20. C -C.215 -0.C26 0.144
"24^0 125. L -U.Ub/ UTYU2 U.102
-Zi>QQ Ul^£ 1 .4ft7 - - 2 2 6 O. ?1 *
2700 16. C C.394 0.166 0.122
3100 7.C -0.847 -1.248 0.365
3200 *TTO -0.U44 1.261 0.436
_3J 00. 1Q.C 1-4/5 -7.^14 n.^f.
3600 0.0 999. OOJ 999.000 999.000
3700 512. C C.775 -O.COl 0.093
~3TT0t> 240.0 C.275 -0.050 U.U8 3
. 3_9_0.Q 3_6_^£ 1^0_13 -n.713 n.isg
4000 253. 0.939 -0.C95 0.177
4100 350.0 0.143 -0.140 0.062
42u0 I6tl .C -0 . 1 h7 C. Cll U. UJ3
_4_300 215.0 C.108 -0.064 0.036
4600 7.0 1.956 -2.392 0.284
4 700~ 6.C 1.273 -1.C89 0.326
-50^6 &re 99**. 00 J 999.000 999.000
5100 3_;jJ -0.229 -2.527 0.326
5300 19. C C.463 -0.CE4 0.146
5410 51.0 -0.359 0.723 0.183
-55-013 t-f-rt 0.4U3 1. CeO 0.19?
_56_0C oO.C -C.GC2 -0.232 0.063
5700 18.0 0.577 0.767 0.140
5300 16. C -1.289 -C.406 0.163
6000 QirQ S 9 9 . C 999.000 ,j.» 999.000
62 00 2<tfa.u .31t -C. 565 0. 147
6300 115. C C.463 -C. 164 0.139
b310~~ 51.0 1.563 -1.164 0.239
-64<M3 tVrt . 5 V 5 C. 4 77 0. 203
6500
0520
~6600~~ 60. C 1.259 -0.U4 0.266
670J ' O.C SS9.C00 999. CCO 999.000




12. u J .491 0.?99 0. 21 c>
C-29
-6704 C.C 599.000 999. COC 999.000
6705 29.0 0.142 -0.024 0.090
-6705 crro 555.000 yi-s.cuu 955.000
6706 42.0 -C..244 -f).nife4 0.194
-6706 0.0 999.000 999.000 S99.000
6800 173.0 C.747 -0.C44 0.197
6900 O.L, 999. OGU 999.(JU'J vyv.uOU
-6.501 : 133^J3 Line -T.P77 g. ?^1
-6901 O.C 555. COC 999. COO 999.000
6502 148.0 0.035 0.275 0.096
-6902 0.0 5^ .uuu V^.LU V^.UUJ
-6203 2 0. C 0.U16 -n.SER n T i^




71C0 41. I.li2 -0. /52 U.223
7200 28.0 a_i??h
-0.C21 C1.77H
7300 56. 2.147 -1.18C 0.372
7400 30.0 0.025 0.C84 0.108
-751*0 38.0 U.836 0. 1 C 5 C.23 7
7501 O.C 559. GCC 599.000 999.000
-7501 0.0 595.000 999.000 595.000
7502 O.C 959. OCC 999. COO 555.000
-7502 trrC 999. UCO 99 9 . 00 595.000
750 3 CKO 555.uOU 599. CCC 595.000
-7503 O.C 555. OCC 555. COC 599.000
7600 32.0 0.734 -0.645 0.219
7 3UJ O-rd 9SS.OC0 9 5 5. CO C 595. 00
_8000 263.
C
0.2.31 Q. 144 0.085
8300 30.0 -0.781 0.210 0.175
NOTE: An "error" of 999.000 means that this pay grade does not
exist in t:hat rating. . r-;*-
C-30
PAYGRADE E8
kAJ£_CJJU£ VPLUMh ERH 8 1 £R3 U 2 E P P * 3
1394.0 0.557 C.512 0.116
100 43.0 C.772 1.773 0.442
201) 1 J.J j./oJ . C 8 8 0.193
Z5Q , 5-^0 2.92Q -6. ?f 1 Q.643
300 16.C -1.223 -0.707 0.305
350 19.0 -J. 243 -0.216 0. 115
HU 1
404




450 4.0 -0.139 - 1 . E 1
6
0.249







9 99 .000 yvv.ouu
-601 O.C 999.000 999.000 999.000
602 2.0 -4.920 -6.467 0.737




C - 1 b 1 -1 . 1P.7 0.158
800 O.C 999.000 999. CCC 999.000
801 O.C 999. OCC 999. CCC 999.000
-6U 1 Z^tV -J.023 -0.514 J. 11 'i
802 0^0 9S.9.GU0 999. CCC 999.003











_3LQ L^C -1.382 -4.95 1 Q. 450
900 4.G -0.082 -1.4SC C.211
1000 36. L -2.920 -0.653 0.b23
tXr&t 0^-0 99^.000 999. 03 999. 3
•1001 0^ 999. OOC Q99.0CC 999.000
1002 O.C 999. CCO 9 Q9.000 999.000
Y66Z ' 0.0 999.000 999.000 ,.. iB 999.000
1010 *-rt - 2. 7C*> 1. 7C9 0.490
1 1 00 \_a_C 3.563 -3.9Q7 0.957
1200 3.0 -0.196 -3.624 0.408
1500 47. C -1.542 1.564 0.39?
16M 5-re^ 0.1 <r l 1.235 0.162






-0.79 3 -2.136 0.363
C.965 - 2 . 5 S C 0.329
1 .16,7 -2.461 C.416 - .—
C-31




laou <:t .0 U.451 -1.5UU U.^J
1400
1900
?? -n n.ssn -1
-
P^n n.207
8.C -C.S25 0.437 0.123
2000 45.3 0.069 -0.271 0.109
150 ?9Tt CT572 -U.l^4 U.lbd
-2X0Q. 3l*0 • r, .169 1 .902 0.667
2200 " 61.0 -1.444 -C.758 0.257
2300 4.C 0.42fc -0.5C4 0.178
2490 =PTTO -J. 919 0.119 U.ik6
-26.00 !_*£ 1mAZ5 -i -67e n.^i i
2700 2.C 1.218 -3.903 0.413
3100 1.0 -0.118
-3.C89 0.445
-32tro 0TC 999. O CC 99 9 . CCO 999. UOO
_3 3 00 3_^0 Q.562 l.?3fi D.'in
3600 U.O 999.000 999. CCO 999.000
3700 1U4.C C.741 -0.689 0.154
3900 5r5T0 0.35/ -1.265 0.124
_3900 2^J2 -C.663 -1.174 n.i»g
4000 65.0 -C.073 -0.258 0.111
4100 06.C 0.532 -C.655 0.144
-*r?tXO ttrvt, -C.3C6 - .173 0.123
*300 45,0 -0.183 -C.113 0.099
4600 2.0 1.120 -4.17C 0.398
4700 O.C ^99.000 999. COO 999.000
5000 9tt6 g ^' .JOJ 999. COO 999.000
5100 Z^C G.8fc7 -3.C24 0.370
5300 4.C 0.412 -1.915 0.257
5410 3.0 -b.716 -8.618 0.663
5500 3-=-C C.911 -5. C7 7 0.343
5oJ0 • 17.0 C.222 1.374 0.174
5700 3.0 0.689 -7.215 0.501
5300 7.C C.227 -1.447 0.220





6300 26. C -C.914 -1.477 0.266
631u 19.0 1.472 -C.S94 0.380
-64-00 lra^-e C.l*4 0.934 0.250
6500 10 .0 -0.1 69 1.379 0.378
o520 d.C -2.297 -C.424 0.692
66J0 • 7.C 0.429 0.935 0.429
6700 3.0 999.000 999. CCO 999.000
6704 LC !a^ ».00C_. 9.99. CCC 999.000
C-32
•6704 3.C -2.396 -2.253 0.364
6705 0.0 999. U00 999.000 999.000
6/Ub 371 1.014 -i. t24 0.355
6706 CUD 999. JOQ 999.000 999.000
-6706 4.0 1.939 -0. 214 0.686
6800 37.0 C.t>19 -1.06 7 0.195
6900 u.u '-> y ^> . j j u 399. UUO '-9 9.0'J'J
.69 Ql Q^C 9S9.0CC 9 99 . C CQ 999.000
-6901 14.0 -1.571 -0.408 0.786




J . 999.0m 999.0(10
0.631
999.000
6903 4.0 -2.575 -2.931 0.526
7000 4.C -0.503 -2.402 0.275
TtO-0 TTZ J. 2/6 - J..J 6b U. 234
1200 5_^C -0.6.59 n. H4 Q.?31
7300 7.C -1.620 -1.7C5 0.426
7400 5.0 -3.196 -1.743 0.530
Tstru rrrc 2.462 -c. ^s2 c.42b
75 01 LL^ 999. QOJ 9cq^ono 999.000
-7501 O.C 999. UOO 999. OCC 999.000
7502 o.c 999. CCC 999.000 999.000
-7502 0.0 999 . JJO 99 9.300 9 5 9. DOG
7503 JLC 99S.ICC 999. CCQ 999.000
•7503 0.0 999. COO 999.000 999.000
7600 4.0 -Cell -2.748 0.399
7800 C.-C 999.CCC 9 9 9. CCC 999.000'
_iOQ0 45.0 1.^97 1.1^4 QjuSZQ
33U0 7.0 1.054 -C.759 0.253
*
NOTE: An "error" of 999.000 means that this pay grade does not
exist in that rating.
C-33
PAYGRADE E9
.RATE CODE VJLUMF ERR tt 1 ERR a 2 ERR U 3
453. C 0.427 -C.261 0.110
100 6.C 1.430 3.630 0.323
20U i .0 . -1. = 56 - 1- S lb u.^sv -
-Zifl : L^J3 f. . 4 ~1
9
-3.7C£ n_«q ?
300 6.C 0.698 -1.149 0.280











450 2.C -1.20c -1.751 0.457












-601 0.0 999.000 999.000 999.000
602 3.0 -1.037 -3. die 0.408
604 o.c 9^9. GCG 999.000 999.000
_=6„04 0.0 9^9.000 999 . QOQ 9 99 .
800 7.C C.399 -1.679 0.198
801 O.C 999. COO 999.000 999.000
-dui e-=-e 99S.0O0 999. ccc 999.000
802 0^0 999. OCC 999. COO 999.000
-602 0.0 99&.000 999. CCO 999.000
603 0.0 999.000 999. CCC 999.000
- 803 G-re » ^9.ii00 ^99. COO 999.000
810 0^0 999.000 995.000 999. OPT
900 2.C -C.052 -2.652 0.344
1000 11. C C.bbO -2.127 0.309
1U01 0-TG 9 99.OU0 ? 99. :CC 999.000
-10J1 O.C 999. GOG 999.000 999.000
1002 0.0 9S9.00J 9^9.000 999.000
-1002 .0 99S.00C 999.000'-" 999.000
1010 1 . c C . 2 1
2
3. 504 0.501
UOu 1.0 -1.484 -2.474 0.692
1200
1500




loll 3 .0 O.i-l; 1. 8 3t 0.295
1622 l.c • C.623 -C.910 o.n?i
1633
.
4.0 1.535 -2.166 0.594
1644 2.0 0.984 -1.558 0.49 5
io55 3.C -1.182 -2.500 0.503





1750 2.C 0.61h -0.236 0.493
1600 TTC -u.iU -0. bSU U.itf
__1 40 S^£ 2.799
-1.C22 0.497
1900 6.C -J.57^ -1.940 0.269
2000 9.0 -C.967 -2.427 C.265
150 d.C L. 645
-o.oiy U.184
21HQ L.D -3. 940 , -5. 192 n , fl^.9
2200 iO.C -i.55c -1.145 0.247
2300 2.C -1.932 -3.309 0.675
24~9T3 lUTO 1 . / i 9 -L. I b / U. 2tW
^260.0 5^-C - 1 . P, 4 C -3.424 0.459
2700 2.0 7.754 -10.921 0.853
3100 l.C -1.499 -3.258 0.636
"3200 TTZ l.U/i -4. 51H U.b/5
J3HQ 4_^£ -7.10 1 -7 -~f-.fi 0.407
3600 O.C 9S9.000 999. CCC 999.000
3700 34.0 -C.202 1.646 0.096
-3-8O-O 9TCI -0.319 -1.835 U.1 77
.3 9 O.Q_ 7.L C.3C5 -1.53?. n.711




"42139 5rrC -C.4^7 0.2 7 9 0.199
4300 21. -0.027 -1. *6fc 0.143
4600 O.C 999. CCC 999. COC 999.000
4700 1.0 -0.943 -1.494 0.656
5 UU U crrd 999 .uuO 999. CCC 9 99. 03
5100 G^J, 999. CCC 999. CCC 9 99.00 3
5300 2.0 4.495 -10.777 0.731
5410 l.C -1.7t2 -3.496 0.643
j jO O t-s-e 1.731 -5.C7C C.61&
_5_bOO 5.C C.lbo -1.631. 0.299
5700 2.C 0.672 -6.921 0.482
~5300~ 0.0 999.000 999. OOC 999.000
-6C^0 CTTC 9-;9.UUJ 999. CCQ 999.000
6 2 00 1 5.0 2. 719 -1.444 C.582
630U 21.0 -0.073 -1.522 0.150
65UT~ 4.C - C . 4 7 c -2. 205 0.290
-64-00 2-i-e c-jtJ-5^ 5.253 0.49 ?
6500





3.C 0.335 -C.420 0.233
3 .0 J .J 52 -0.3^9 0.232
3.0 -1.767 -2.CC7 0.2 74
_.Q.C .9^9.000 . . 999.0C0 ._ 999. COT
C-35
-6/04 J.O 992. JOJ 999. COO 999.000
o705 O.C 999.000 999. CCO 999.000
~c7U5 OTC 9^9.000 999.000 999.000
-620-6 Q.Q 999. GOO 999. QCO 999.000
-6706 O.C 999. OCO 999. OCC 999.000
6800 8.C -0.793 -2.P52 0.316
OVUU 1 / .1) -i.iua -2.U4U U.231
6 9 01 QL^Q 999.000 999.000 999.000
-6901 0.0 999.000 999.000 999.000
6902 O.C 999. OCC 999. COO 999.000
-6Y02 U.L'
n .f: ccc Tnnn
yyy.uou
c; c q r r. n
s^y.uuu
999.000
-6903 O.C 999. OCC 999. CCC 999.000









7300 2.0 2.083 -4.944 0.524
7400 3.0 -0.fa06 -1.C23 0.224
7500 : TTt: l. '>25 -2.78 7 U./fc3
7J?_0_ 1 0.0 999, OCC 999. flOP 999.000
-7501 O.C 999. GOO 999. COG 999.000
7502 O.C 999.000 999.000 999.000
-7502 Q-TG 9 9 9 . C 999.0^0 999.000
7503 O.C 9^9. UCO 999.000 999.000
-7503 0.0 999.000 999.000 999.000
~7600 1.0 C.419 -4.936 0.505
7o00 e-rS 9 9 9. 00 999.000 999.000
3003 11.
U
-0.947 -1.469 0. 776
6300 2.0 -1.457 -4. 7C5 0.532
*
NOTE: An "error" of 999,000 means that this pay grade does not
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